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PRN Newswire – Global Picture

PRN invents the “Newswire” 

model in NYC in 1954
International expansion 

complete by turn of the century

Partnership with AP in 1970s 

creates full US wire service

Three hubs outside North 

America make PRN truly global 

PRN EMEA and India HQ’d in 

London



History of PRN EMEA and India

1998 – PRN UK Operations 

commence

1999 – PRN enters France 

after acquisition of Cyperus 

2000 – PRN opens sales office 

in Israel

2007 – PRN opens sales 

offices in Dubai and Stockholm 

2008 – PRN opens Sales and 

Operations hub in Mumbai

2001 - JV established with ANP 

in Holland
2003 – Strategic partnership 

with news aktuell in DACH

2008 – London sales staff hired 

to cover Med and Russia



PR Newswire – Wire Strategy

Online 
Partner 

Channels

Content

Traditional 
Media 

Channels

Media IR Consumer

Editorial PotentialTarget AudiencesPrimary ChannelsFull Wire Reach



EMEA and India – Media Landscape



Focus on United Kingdom

Media Landscape

Oldest newspaper industry in the world

Relatively small country size means national titles dominate with regional press mostly 

freesheets or cheap weeklies

Clearly defined broadsheet (highbrow) and tabloid (lowbrow) split with audiences split across 

political and social demographics

Newspapers now rely on their online editions to stay afloat with the bigger titles exploring 

pay-wall subscriptions (Times, The Sun)

Big media organisations struggling in the recession

Only 31% of population uses newspapers as their predominant source of news, with 41% 

going online

In Social Media, Twitter and facebook dominate and are becoming influential in breaking 

stories

Most traditional media journalists now regularly use social channels



PRN United Kingdom Reach

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

National News Agency

PRN Relationship:

Non-Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

500-600

Language:
English

Comments:

UBM has a stake in PA 

and they are one of our 

longest-standing and 

closest partners

!

Number of sites: 150

Highlights: 

Top Blogs:

PRNJ Subscribers:

7349

Comments: 

Big drive on UK 

websites by the whole 

Media Relations team in 

2012 – Priority market



Focus on France

Media Landscape

National print press is in decline due to economic pressure on advertising revenue

More popular are regional titles (most of them free) – which account for more than half the 

country’s newspaper readership

In terms of media consumption, print publications only account for around 10% of the total 

time spent looking at news items

TV and radio fare better and have a solid base of support with over 42 million listeners 

regularly using the radio to get their news

Online and mobile now account for over half the media consumption in France

Despite this, the AFP news agency (the biggest provider of content to mass media in the 

world) continues to garner respect and influence globally

France is one of the biggest markets in Europe for Blogging and Social Networking with over 

20 million Blogs



Focus on France

Reputation:

National News Agency

PRN Relationship:

Non-Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

N/A

Language:
French

Comments:

We do not push content 

to the full AFP Wire –

but post to the web-only 

AFP Direct

Number of sites: 68

Highlights:

Top Blogs:

PRNJ Subscribers:

1940

Comments:

High quality online and 

strong reputation with 

media compensates for 

lack of “Wire”

News Agency PRN Proprietary



Media Landscape

GermanMedia Landscape…

Focus on Germany

Media Landscape

Biggest newspaper industry in Europe

Dominated by a handful of family-run businesses, but still offers over 350 daily newspapers 

including BILD, a national tabloid which is the biggest-selling newspaper in Europe

After years of abuses by the Nazi regime up to the Second World War, the German press 

now prides itself on being self-regulated and democratic

The newspaper industry is not growing, but has seen slower decline than elsewhere largely 

due to a strong local press and community journalism

All major publications maintain an online presence, but by far the most successful is 

Speigel.de – the first ever online magazine, which launched in 1994 one day before Time 

Magazine Online in the US

There are more social media users in Germany than any other country in Europe

Unlike in France, German Blogs have only a small influence, although a handful like 

Netzpolitik and BILDBlog are increasingly popular



Focus on Germany

Reputation:

National News Agency

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Around 1000

Language:
German

Comments: PRN’s ten-

year partnership with 

news aktuell has tied in 

exclusivity with all the 

DACH agencies

Number of sites: 465

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

3041

Comments: The 

majority of our online 

reach is leveraged 

through our partnership 

with news aktuell

News Agency PRN Proprietary



Focus on Spain

Media Landscape

Fiercely independent newspaper industry with very strong national press, despite the 

economic downturn

The country’s Press is split between the mainly Madrid-based titles like El Pais and El Mundo, 

and Catalan publications produced in Barcelona

This has an impact on the main language of the press, with dialects like Basque, Galician 

and Valencian prominent as well as the more standard Spanish titles

Trade titles are incredibly popular – so much so that the biggest circulation for any title is 

the sports newspaper Marca (3 million readers) and Women’s interest titles like Hola!

Radio is still the most popular media format

Traction for online news outlets has been slower to take hold in Spain than elsewhere in 

Europe – but is now starting to grow as advertisers look to target younger people and the 

increasingly influential migrant population



Focus on Spain

Reputation:

Commercial Agency

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Over 1400

Language:

Spanish

Comments: 

EP is a good example 

of a partner that 

combines traditional 

media reach with stong 

online

Number of sites: 205

Highlights:

Top Blogs:

PRNJ Subscribers:

1514

Comments: Southern 

Europe online reach 

has increased 

impressively since 2011, 

with over 100% growth 

year-on-year

News Agency PRN Proprietary



Focus on Italy

Media Landscape

Politics and Media are inextricably linked – most notably during the rule of Silvio Berlusconi, 

a media tycoon who simultaneously held the titles of Prime Minister and owner of Mediaset –

the biggest commercial TV organisation in Italy

As a result, most newspapers are privately-owned and heavily influenced by the various 

political parties

Milan and Rome are the two main media hubs and they are home to the main current affairs 

titles: La Repubblica and Il Messaggero

As in Spain, one of the biggest title by circulation is the sports daily La Gazetta dello Sport, 

reflecting the Italian love of football

TV is the most popular medium for news consumption in Italy, with 80% of the population 

relying on it – the highest percentage in the whole of Europe

Online news is important, but there is a snobbery towards Press Releases with most news 

sites very journalistic and associated with the major newspapers rather than individual 

entities 



Focus on Italy

Number of sites: 31

Highlights:

Top Blogs:

PRNJ Subscribers:

1203

Comments: Southern 

Europe online reach 

has increased 

impressively since 2011, 

with over 100% growth 

year-on-year

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

Second-biggest agency 

in Italy behind ANSA

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Over 300

Language:
Italian / English

Comments: Adnkronos 

gives us comparable 

reach at a better rate

http://www.adnkronos.com/IGN/Gruppo/?id=1.0.719991857&uuid=''


Focus on The Netherlands

Media Landscape

There is a rich historical context to the Dutch newspaper industry, again heavily influenced 

by the Second World War

Major newspaper De Telegraaf was banned for a time due to accusations of collaboration 

with the Germans – and two others (Het Parool and Trouw) have their origins in the Dutch 

Resistance movement

As such, there is a strong national pride in quality journalism and propaganda of any kind 

(including lurid tabloid headlines) is completely rejected

The national press has been fighting declining advertising revenues to uphold these 

traditions, but there are fears that the economic downturn has affected quality

Trust is a key word in Dutch media consumption, with a recent poll finding 61% of people 

trust the print media, compared with only 19% in the UK

Blogging is not particularly popular, but Social Media and internet use in general is – with 

over 89% of people online regularly – higher than the UK and the US



Focus on The Netherlands

Number of sites: 5

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

501

Comments: Current 

lack of Dutch language 

online due to a lack of 

content – this is being 

addressed by diverting 

the APS domestic feed 

and a “hit-list” of around 

50 sites should be set 

up by the end of the 

year

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

National News Agency 

in the Netherlands

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Over 150

Language:
Dutch / English

Comments: 

PRN and ANP jointly 

own ANP Perssupport –

our Dutch press release 

service



Focus on Russia

Media Landscape

Massive industry with over 93,000 official media outlets including 400 daily newspapers 

selling over 8 billion copies annually

Heavy ministerial control in large parts of the regional press with 85% directly influenced by 

governments or owned by authoritarian large businesses

Ranked only #142 out of 179 countries for press freedom by Reporters Without Borders –

one of the worst in Europe

TV remains the most prevalent source of news for many with up to 80% of people citing it 

as their medium of choice

A handful of national titles offering an objective, independent news focus for the “Golden 

Million” – a more liberal section of the population centred around Moscow and St 

Petersburg

Online providing a viable option for a new wave of young tech-savvy Russians who 

increasingly use Social Media to affect peaceful protest and demonstrate against the 

government



Focus on Russia

Number of sites: 61

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

365

Comments: It is 

currently difficult to 

reach Russian language 

sites from our systems 

but new partner 

Pressuha.ru will give us 

25+ guaranteed 

postings from later this 

year

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

Largest News Agency in 

the Russia and CIS

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Over 500

Language:
Russian / English

Comments: 

CIS is the 

Commonwealth of 

Independent States 

(Formerly Soviet Union)



Focus on the Nordics

Media Landscape

Nordic countries are Sweden, Norway, Finland, Denmark and Iceland

Closest links are between Denmark, Sweden and Norway where languages are similar, but 

all the countries maintain strong independent media

Although most people in the Nordics speak English very well, the preference is still for native-

language titles

The biggest market is Sweden, where the Bonnier Group dominates the national press and 

also has interests in Finland and other countries around the world

Newspaper readership is dwindling across the region, most notably in Iceland where only

30% of people read one newspaper per day

By comparison, in Sweden the newspaper industry is still strong with over 73% reading a 

newspaper daily



Focus on the Nordics

Number of sites: 29

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

3099

Comments: Our local 

presence in Stockholm 

has given our brand 

good exposure and 

allowed us to explore 

opportunities for more  

web placements in 

native languages

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

National News Agency 

in the Sweden

PRN Relationship:

Non-exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Over 140

Language:
Swedish / English

Comments: 

We do not partner with 

any of the other Nordic 

agencies



Focus on the Middle East

Media Landscape

Very diverse media landscape as the region covers a multitude of different countries, political 

systems and religious groups

In the Gulf States, the main language is Arabic and large media groups occupy the print and 

broadcast spaces, notably Al Sharq al-Awsat (“The Middle East Newspaper”) and (more 

famously) Al-Jazeera, a TV network with global exposure

While much of the press is significantly influenced by government and politics, there are 

increasing numbers of independent channels which escape ministerial censorship

Online news sites typically fall into this category and are growing fast with titles such as 

AMEInfo.com and Zawya.com increasingly influential for business news

Social Media channels are growing, but still very small compared with the West

Facebook is by far the most popular, with 43 million Arab users versus only 1 million on 

Twitter



Focus on the Middle East

Number of sites:

109 (in UAE)  

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

1090

Comments: Most of our 

online partners take 

English content, but a 

further 20 Arabic 

language sites are 

guaranteed through 

paid-for partner PPI of 

Pakistan

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

Well-renowned provider 

of Arabic content across 

ME and North Africa

PRN Relationship:

Non-exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Unknown

Language:

Arabic / English

Comments: 

Based in Egypt so our 

proprietary network in 

the Gulf is important



Focus on Africa

Media Landscape

Another very diverse landscape with over fifty individual countries

Biggest market is South Africa which maintains a strong sense of European identity and has 

a newspaper industry dating back to 1800

Press freedoms were hampered in the second half of the 20th century by government 

censorship on anti-apartheid content but tings have improved

In Social Media, South Africa’s Twitter footprint has doubled in the year 2013 and 92% of 

the biggest brands post content on social media once a week

In the rest of Africa, there is concern over government influences, with a report by Freedom 

House in 2012 concluding that only four of the 54 countries in Africa had a truly free press 

(Cape Verde, Ghana, Sao Tome and Principe and Mauritius)

Social media is still relatively nascent – as of 2012 only around 16% of African nationals 

had access to the internet



Focus on Africa

Number of sites: 45

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

691

Comments: We have 

built our Africa online 

solution in the space of 

less than a year after 

breaking with the Africa 

Press Organisation. Our 

reach is now superior to 

theirs and is still 

growing

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

National News Agency 

of South Africa

PRN Relationship:

Non-exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Unknown

Language:
English

Comments: 

We reach North African 

media through the 

MENA Agency (see 

Middle East)



Focus on India

Media Landscape

Second most populous country in the world with 1.2 billion people, 22 official languages and 

844 regional dialects

Newspapers dominate with around 25,000 titles in the Hindi language and another 10,000 in 

English

The Times and The Hindu are renowned and influential national titles in the English language, 

but their circulation figures are dwarfed by the main Hindi titles like Danik Jagran – which has 

a daily readership of over 16 million, making it one of the most read newspapers in the 

world 

TV audiences are also among the biggest in the world with over 450 channels

Internet and mobile usage is growing very fast – 951 million Indians now own a mobile 

phone 



Focus on India

Number of sites: 90

Highlights:

PRNJ Subscribers:

1478

Comments: Local 

Media Relations 

presence in Mumbai 

office and unique portal-

based domestic wire 

service has generated 

high volumes and 

excellent online 

exposure in India

News Agency PRN Proprietary

Reputation:

National News Agency 

of India

PRN Relationship:

Exclusive

No. of Subscribers:

Around 450 general 

media

Language:
English / Hindi

Comments: 

A key USP for our 

domestic wire solution



Case Studies



MNR Case Study : Breitling and David Beckham 

Objective

Raise Awareness of the brand launch across

all media types in the UK

PRN Strategy

PR Newswire created a branded multimedia

news release incorporating video, images and

relevant social media widgets. This was then

issued across a UK Newswire

Results

13,000 page views

800+ file downloads

28,500+ video views

800+ PRNJ views

400+ keyword searches



http://www.multivu.com/mnr/58646-breitling-david-beckham-campaign


Media Coverage 



http://www.multivu.com/mnr/61933-beckham-travolta-open-breitling-flagship


Online Legacy…



MNR Case Study : Tourism Ireland 

Background 

Tourism Ireland are responsible for driving 

tourism and commerce through various methods 

including PR/Marketing.

Objectives

1.Create awareness of Belfast and Titanic story

2.Showcase the new Titanic Belfast visitors 

centre

3.Highlight Belfast remembrance of the Titanic 

disaster.

Results Combined 

1.50,000+ video views

2.40,000+ MNR page views

3.3,500+ page views

4.1,600+ PRNJ views



http://www.multivu.com/mnr/53800-tourismireland


Social Media 
Links

Branding and click 
through link

Hi-Res
Photos. Gallery is 
fully embeddable

Related Links

Text formatted and 
distributed into 

editorial systems

Customised HTML-5 
video player 

(compatible with 
mobile devices)

Video player is 
expandable to full 

screen and fully 
embeddable

Related Documents for 
Media and Consumers



Portals



Video



Travel Blogs



Imagery



Press Release Case Study : Huawei

Distribution time: 8/15/2013

News headline: Huawei Accomplishes the Multivendor GSM-R 
Integration for the ETCS L2 Project of the EKB High Speed 
Railway Line in Turkey

Distribution language: English，French, German, Spanish，
Polish，Czech，Slovakian 

Results: more than 100 online media pick-ups in Europe and 
more than 40 pick-ups in Middle East



Wall Street Italia

NewsAktuell Switzerland


